
SPORT TOUR



OVERVIEW

A world of superlative 
experiences
The FERRARI TOUR Club 
Edition is a series of exclusive 
driving events created to 
allow you to indulge your 
passion for Ferrari and share 
unique moments with other 
likeminded Prancing Horse 
owners in wonderful 
locations.

Join this exclusive club and 
enjoy luxury driving tours 
and unique racing events. 
Membership gives you 
access to a selection of 
bespoke packages and a 
range of other privileges, 
including customized Ferrari 
gifts and unforgettable 
experiences.
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SPORT TOUR
Thrilling international circuits
Unleash your racing spirit on tours that encompass some of Europe’s 
greatest driving roads en route to the continent’s most prestigious 
circuits. A perfect balance of luxury experiences and country-road 
driving, our Sport Tours culminate in exciting track activities designed 
to test your skills and unleash your Ferrari’s performance.

GT TOUR
Exclusive adventures
Our GT Tours are a unique experience for a select number of Ferraristi. 
Perfectly planned itineraries take you on a voyage of discovery along some 
of Europe’s most breathtakingly beautiful driving roads, and allow you to 
experience some of its most enchanting and exclusive locations.

TOUR TYPE 
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Live your passion for driving
Unleash your racing spirit on tours 
that cross the borders of Europe en 
route to the Continent’s most 
prestigious circuits.
As Passione Ferrari’s VIP guest, you 
will enjoy a perfect mix of lifestyle 
experiences and the thrill of track 
activities designed to unleash your 
true sporting spirit. 

Free Track Laps
Experience the thrill of driving your 
Ferrari on official circuits and 
immerse yourself in the racing 
fraternity. Friday sessions are 
dedicated to Ferrari tour members, 
to allow them hone their racing 
skills and enjoy their Ferraris in the 
safety and exclusive surroundings 
of professional tracks. 

Passione Ferrari Weekend
Enjoy private paddock tour and grid 
walk among professional drivers 
from all over Europe during the 
thrilling Ferrari Challenge races and 
showcase your own Ferrari at the 
Ferrari Parade, one of the 
celebratory highlights of the 
Passione Ferrari Weekend.

SPORT TOUR
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SPORT TOUR 
FORMAT 

DAY 1 FRIDAY

UNTILL 12.00 GUEST ARRIVAL

12.00 - 14.00 LUNCH AND WELCOME 

 PRESENTATION

14.00 - 16.30 PANORAMIC ROAD TOUR

17.00 - 18.00 TRACK ACTIVITY

17.00 - 18.00 PANORAMIC ROAD TOUR

20.00 - 22.00 DINNER

DAY 2 SATURDAY

9.30 - 11.00 PANORAMIC ROAD TOUR

11.00 - 12.00 EXCLUSIVE ACTIVITY

12.00 - 13.00 PANORAMIC ROAD TOUR

13.00 - 15.00 LUNCH

15.00 - 16.30 PANORAMIC ROAD TOUR

20.00 - 22.00 DINNER

DAY 3 SUNDAY

9.30 - 10.30 PANORAMIC ROAD TOUR

10.30 - 13.30 TRACK ACTIVITY

13.30 - 15.00 LUNCH AT VIP PASSIONE  

 FERRARI HOSPITALITY

15.00 - 17.30 TRACK ACTIVITY

Due to the current situation, the detailed daily schedule and program will be sent latest 2 weeks before the event. 
Please note that the schedule of events may be subject to change. 5



FERRARI TOUR Club Edition
2021 CALENDAR 

1. SPORT TOUR BRNO
 May 28th - 30th | Czech Republic

2. GT TOUR LANGHE
 June 4th - 6th | Italy

6. GT TOUR
 September | Italy

3. GT TOUR BLACK FOREST
 June 25th - 27th | Germany

7. GT TOUR BATH
 October 1st - 3rd | Uk

4. SPORT TOUR NÜRBURGRING
 August 27th - 29th | Germany

8. GT TOUR ANDALUSIA
 November 5th - 7th | Spain

5. SPORT TOUR SPA-FRANCORCHAMPS
 September 10th - 12th | Belgium

GT TOUR LANGHE
June 4th - 6th | Italy

GT TOUR
September | Italy

GT TOUR ANDALUSIA
November 5th - 7th | Spain

SPORT TOUR BRNO
May 28th - 30th | Czech Republic

GT TOUR BLACK FOREST
June 25th - 27th | Germany

SPORT TOUR NÜRBURGRING
August 27th - 29th | Germany

GT TOUR BATH
October 1st - 3rd | Uk

SPORT TOUR SPA-FRANCORCHAMPS
September 10th - 12th | Belgium

Please note that the events date may be subject to change. 6



SPORT TOUR
BRNO
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A circuit among the enchanting gardens and castles of 
Moravia

Known as the “front-door” of Moravia, Brno is love at first sight. A 
fortress on the top-hill, the gothic cathedral, an historical city 
center of colorful palaces and a troubled history are just what you 
need to plunge into a magical atmosphere. Perfect postcard where 
the young Mozart played the piano and where strolling around is 
quiet, like in a world frozen in time: the capital of Moravia lets its 
guests experience the calm of its region, full of castles, vineyards 
and gardens.

Please note that the schedule of events may be subject to change.

BRNO
MAY 28th - 30th
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Grandezza Hotel Luxury 
Palace 5*

Located in the historical center of 
Brno, the Grandezza Hotel Luxury 
Palace dominates the baroque 
Pamas fountain, in one of the most 
valuable squares of the city.
Built in the early 20th century it 
conserves its hand-painted glass 
ceiling in the lobby along with top-
class modern services and an 
excellent gastronomic experience. 
Make your ordinary trip an 
enjoyable experience. 

HOTEL
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Friday May 28th

Kroměříž Gardens 
The Kroměříž Gardens well deserve their place in the UNESCO 
World Heritage list, as they are the Eden on earth: a perfect 
symbiosis of light, plants, water, art and architecture. Ferrari 
welcomes you with a private visit and an exclusive lunch in the 
glasshouse.

Saturday May 29th

Resort Sobotin
Suggestive lunch in this romantic and unique fairytale place, set in 
the middle of exquisite nature in the foothills of Jesenìky mountains, 
for an experience of luxury and unforgettable landscapes. 

Sunday May 30th

You will have lunch at Automotodrom Brno racetrack in the VIP 
Passione Ferrari hospitality.

LUNCH

KROMĚŘÍŽ GARDENS 

RESORT SOBOTIN 10



Friday May 28th

Bouzov Castle
This romantic castle gem of Central Moravia opens its doors in 
exclusive for Ferrari guests. Set of movies and Czech fairytales, 
Bouzov Castle is the home of the Teutonic Knights and it will take 
you back into past times while strolling around this magical region.

EXCLUSIVE ACTIVITY

BOUZOV CASTLE

Friday May 28th

Grandezza Hotel Restaurant
Let yourself be carried into the 1920s, immersed in the sparkling 
atmosphere of this renovated ancient bank. Jazz music and a 
revisited traditional gourmet experience await you.

Saturday May 29th

Due to the current situation, the Saturday dinner location will be 
announced on a later stage.

DINNER
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SPORT TOUR
NÜRBURGRING
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The Heart Of Racing Spirits

A tour dedicated to the heart of sporting souls, for a journey 
around the iconic race circuit of Nürburgring. Test your driving 
skills at your best in this on road tour among circuits and 
professional dedicated instructors and share your passion with 
other racing enthusiasts!
The Nürburgring tour will be hosted during the Ferrari Racing 
Days, one of the most exciting events of the year. All the very best 
of the Prancing Horse gathers on the same track for this unique 
event. During this weekend, the track doesn’t just host the Ferrari 
F1 Clienti, but also the cars of XX Programmes.

Please note that the schedule of events may be subject to change.

NÜRBURGRING
AUGUST 27th - 29th
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Lindner Nürburgring Hotel 4*

Located directly on the start and 
finishing straight of the 
Nürburgring, the Lindner 
Nürburgring Hotel is an exciting and 
pacy venue. Surrounded by the 
scenic landscape of the Hocheifel 
this hotel is also a first-class pit stop 
for sports enthusiasts, comfort 
loving adventurers and those who 
want to experience the Nürburgring 
at its best.

HOTEL
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Friday August 27th

Steigenberger Restaurant
Just like a castle, the Steigenberger Grand Hotel & Spa Petersberg 
stands tall over the Rhine and peacefully look over the hustle and 
bustle of the city of Bonn. Enjoy this culinary experience on the 
terrace upon the valley and recharge before a terrific weekend on 
your Ferrari. 

Saturday August 28th

Mendig Circuit
Enjoy a luxury barbecue in the sportiest location ever: a whole track 
circuit to be shared with other racing enthusiasts while testing your 
drive skills and sharing what will be your best memories. 

Sunday August 29th

You will have lunch at Nürburgring racetrack in the VIP Passione 
Ferrari hospitality.

LUNCH

STEIGENBERGER RESTAURANT 15



Saturday August 28th

Mendig Circuit 
Be ready to test your own driving skills and have fun on your 
Ferrari, learning how to take the best out of it thanks to the 
dedicated professional drivers from the official Ferrari instructors. 
Prepare yourself for a day on track among other enthusiasts!

EXCLUSIVE ACTIVITY

MENDIG CIRCUIT

Saturday August 28th / Sunday August 29th

Due to the current situation, the Saturday dinner location will be 
announced on a later stage.

DINNER
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SPORT TOUR
SPA-FRANCORCHAMPS
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The famous circuit and door of the Ardennes Forest

The Ardennes, this strange and wooded anomaly which makes the 
Belgian southeast corner one of the wildest places remaining in 
Europe.
Landscapes of misty pine forest, quiet rivers and villages nestled 
around castles that keep strong and proudly their traditions: the 
Ardennes folklore is the escape hatch you didn’t know you needed.

Please note that the schedule of events may be subject to change.

SPA-FRANCORCHAMPS
SEPTEMBER 10th - 12th
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Radisson Blu Palace Hotel 4*

One of Europe’s classic health 
resorts, Spa is the original spa. 
Thanks to the healing properties of 
its spring waters, by the 18th 
century this town had become a 
luxurious retreat for European 
royalty and intellectuals. 
The Radisson Blu Palace Hotel 
provides a private cable car which 
give direct access to these famous 
mineral springs on the hilltop.

HOTEL
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Friday September 10th

Manoir De Lebioles 
Nestling majestically in the heart of the beautiful Ardennes forest, 
the Manoir de Lébioles receives its guests in a beautiful natural 
setting and offers discreet luxury, a private atmosphere and first- 
class service. 

Saturday September 11th

Chateau De Vignée
This restaurant plunged in the forest serves a seasonal menu by 
the hand and mind of chef Kwinten Boelen. A terroir driven cuisine 
partly plucked from the chateau’s greenhouse and vegetable 
garden. Uncomplicated, yet bursting with life. 

Sunday September 12th

You will have lunch at Circuit National de Francorchamps in the VIP 
Passione Ferrari hospitality.

LUNCH

MANOIR DE LEBIOLES 

CHATEAU DE VIGNÉE 20



Saturday September 11th

Prieure D’anseremme
Dependence of Saint-Hubert’s Abbey since the French Revolution, 
the Prieuré d’Anseremme is now the home of Dinant’s mayor and it 
opens its doors and gardens à la française for an exclusive jam 
session by the conservatory. This tiny village of the Ardennes, 
where the inventor of the saxophone was born, is on the Meuse 
river, where you will have the opportunity to enjoy a coffee on a 
cruise. 

EXCLUSIVE ACTIVITY

PRIEURE DE’ANSEREMME 21



Friday September 10th

Centre Culturel de Spa
At walking distance from the famous Spa casino, huge stairs will 
lead you to the Bleu Salle, at the Centre Culturel de Spa. Enjoy a 
serene dinner in this antique and yet mysterious location, like a 
Versailles in miniature, with its secrets side. 

Saturday September 11th

Due to the current situation, the Saturday dinner location will be 
announced on a later stage.

DINNER

CENTRE CULTUREL DE SPA 22



MEMBERSHIP
€ 1.200 + VAT

• Membership required before purchasing any package (Membership valid until December 2024)

• Due to a limited number of exclusive packages, event selection is subject to a first come, first served criteria

• Logistic support may be available for all tours upon request

• Car loan service may be available for GT Tours only (subject to availability)

• Customized Ferrari membership kit

• Tour photobook after each event

SPORT TOUR SELECTION
€ 4.500 + VAT

• Access to one SPORT Tour from selected locations

• Valid for 1 driver + 1 companion

Please note that fuel and personal travel are not included within the membership and event package.

For further information and reservations, please contact your Official Ferrari Dealer.

GT TOUR SELECTION
€ 4.500 + VAT

• Access to one GT Tour from selected locations

• Valid for 1 driver + 1 companion

FERRARI TOUR Club Edition 
PACKAGES AND PRICES 
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FOR FURTHER INFORMATION AND RESERVATIONS, PLEASE CONTACT YOUR OFFICIAL DEALER
ferrari.com


